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The molecules are too small to be detected using normal microscopes however their physical
properties allows predictiing their behavior and reactivity.when interacting with each other or a
surface or a living organism. Scientists have been using these interactions to explain animal
behavior while marking a territory by leaving pheromones, or chemical marks behind. Some
animals leave scent posts to mark their territory. Snakes use their forked tongues to "taste" or
collect pheromones of prey animals that are in the air. Notwithstanding these evidences scientist
have recently been astonished by the evidences that molecular recognition chain is a
phenomenom that was born at the dawn of times when the fist cells were born and discovered
that by assembling they could build membranes and criate a barrier to protect them from their
environment. This talk will include examples of chemical communications in Eukaryote and
Prokaryote and in chemistry.
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